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welcome to the home of insight & expression - trish and diane, intuitive and creative. we work to receive and expand
energy to open a flow that allows for the gift of soul communication, messages, healing & artistic design.

Representation of the Duncker Candle Problem. The first type of problem forces participants to use objects in
a way they are not accustomed to thus, breaking their functional fixedness , like the "Duncker candle
problem". Spatial ability[ edit ] The second type of insight problem requires spatial ability to solve, like the
"Nine-dot Problem". Following training, one group was tested on the insight problems after sleeping for eight
hours at night, one group was tested after staying awake all night, and one group was tested after staying
awake all day. Those that slept performed twice as well on the insight problems than those who stayed awake.
This provides evidence that the right hemisphere plays a unique role in insight. This conclusion has been
supported also by eye tracking data which shows an increased eye blink duration and frequency when people
solve problems via Insight. This latter result, paired with an eye pattern oriented to look away from sources of
visual inputs such as looking at blank wall, or out the window at the sky proves different attention
involvement in Insight problem solving vs problem solving via anlaysis. Additionally, while incubation
improves insight performance for individuals, it improves insight performance for groups even more. It was
found that participants who ranked lower on emotionality and higher on openness to experience performed
better on insight problems. Men outperformed women on insight problems, and women outperformed men on
non-insight problems. However, those of lower intelligence benefit more than those of higher intelligence
from being provided with cues and hints for insight problems. Generally, they were able to predict this fairly
well for non-insight problems, but not for insight problems. Naturalistic settings[ edit ] Recently, insight was
studied in a non-laboratory setting. It was found that insights that occur in the field are typically reported to be
associated with a sudden "change in understanding" and with "seeing connections and contradictions" in the
problem. For example, insight in nature was often rather gradual, not sudden, and incubation was not as
important. Animals[ edit ] Studies on primate cognition have provided evidence of what may be interpreted as
insight in animals. In one of his experiments, apes were presented with an insight problem that required the
use of objects in new and original ways, in order to win a prize usually, some kind of food. He observed that
the animals would continuously fail to get the food, and this process occurred for quite some time; however,
rather suddenly, they would purposefully use the object in the way needed to get the food, as if the realization
had occurred out of nowhere. He interpreted this behavior as something resembling insight in apes.
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Definition of insight in English: insight. noun mass noun. 1 The capacity to gain an accurate and deep understanding of
someone or something. 'his mind soared to.

She gave him insight into how Katie and her mother felt about the subject. The research gives insight into the
theory of evolution. Insight into the workings of radio prove that, national or local, the same things happen. I
gained invaluable insight into the workings of an international current affairs magazine. He had wonderful
gifts of insight, and spoke to the birds. You have any insight into why my power is jacked up? Even so, it was
more insight to the relationship he had with his parents than he had ever shown. If you are asked, you can give
them insight into their future, so long as you do not reveal everything. Damian might have some insight into
what was going on, and who the Magician was. This will likely not ever be perfect, but any insight it can offer
us is a gain. No silver bullet is in this chapter, no "aha" insight that will instantly persuade you. His protest, it
is needless to say, was unavailing, and all who respect his memory must regret that the sunset of life failed to
give him that insight into the future which is poetically ascribed to it. Bruce, with the insight of military
genius, seized his opportunity. But no carefully devised calculus can take the place of insight, observation and
experience. He showed remarkable insight on the topic considering he had just started learning about it. He is
a manager with great insight. He will help this company go far. Our artificially-established classifications
collapse whilst we gain further insight into the mutual affinities of the existing groups. Although Ken wrote
much poetry, besides his hymns, he cannot be called a great poet; but he had that fine combination of spiritual
insight and feeling with poetic taste which marks all great hymnwriters. The biography gave a fresh, new
insight into the life and times of William Shakespeare. In him Orange was to find an adversary who was not
only a great general but a statesman of insight and ability equal to his own. But, imperfect as such statistics
may be, they give us at any rate some insight into the direction of governmental legislation. The Christians
suffered from systematic persecution, and many historians, with a strange lack of historical insight, have
poured denunciation upon him for an attitude which was the natural outcome of his convictions. It shows a
clear discernment of the dangers of the ascetic life, and a deep insight into the significance of the Augustinian
doctrine of grace.
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Expression/Insight Controls The Expression line of consoles was produced for mid-range performance spaces until ,
when they were supplanted by the Ion and Element console ranges.

As this is a generally available feature not a preview feature like Composite Models , I assume many Power BI
report authors and users will be interested in enhancing their reports to support more complex and dynamic
business logic. Based on guidance at the Business Applications Summit , other properties of Power BI reports
will support expression-based dynamic formatting in the future. Distinct Formatting by Product Category Like
many real-life businesses, there are multiple sales channels in the AdventureWorks sample database and these
sales channels Internet Sales, Reseller Sales have very different profit margins across product categories per
the following table: Margins by Sales Channel and Product Category For the conditional formatting to be
useful, therefore, it needs to be specific to the given product category and sales channel. Conditional
Formatting Requirements Ideally the consumers of the report or representative s of this group have a clear
understanding of the thresholds. From a visualization perspective, for this simple example we want three
possible background colors Green, Red, and White and two possible font colors White and Gray. High and
low values the exception products will be assigned Green and Red background colors, respectively, as well as
White font colors to help these values stand out. Of course you may need or want more formats reflecting
more conditions. DAX variables can be used to make the logic as flexible and readable as possible. If your
report uses a live connection to a Power BI dataset or an Analysis Services Tabular model, you could also
create this formatting measure specific to the given report report-level measures. Additionally, three color
values hex codes in this example are also stored as variables. A variable is also used to determine if a single
product one business key is in the filter context. Without this function, the variable would return the margin
rate for the given product in the cell being evaluated and thus no products would be formatted as green or red.
The subsequent three conditions Values apply formatting specific to a given single product within a product
category. For example, without any filter on Date, the Bike thresholds will be The Bikes rate for the year ,
however, is An example of this is provided at the end of Step 5. Therefore, we need a separate DAX measure
to return either White or Gray via hex code or color name to drive the font formatting. Values within the
thresholds will receive the default Gray font color. Now you simply need to create a table or matrix visual and
associate the measures created in Steps 2 and 3 to the field which you want to format. In general I try to
minimize the use of strong colors to avoid overwhelming the user. Expression-based Background Color
Formatting Repeat this same process for font color conditional formatting but choose the measure you created
for font colors in Step 3. The accessories product is not formatted white background, gray font since Finally,
three bike products are all formatted differently given the lower and upper boundaries of The Product Name
and Product Category fields are included in this example just to make it easier to understand what is going on
with the formatting. For example, the Road product was still at For example, you could let a user choose
whether to apply conditional formatting based on profitability or sales growth. Similar to other user interfaces
in other tools, the conditional formatting user interface does not provide access to hidden measures. With a
little or potentially not so little DAX expression logic, you can embed rich business logic to help users more
quickly gain insight from the data being analyzed. Currently the plan for next week is to integrate bookmarks
and buttons with expression-based conditional formatting. You may consider subscribing to this blog to get
notified when future posts are published.
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I may also add that each of the four stories on their appearance in book form was picked out on various grounds as the
"best of the lot" by different critics, who reviewed the volume with a warmth of appreciation and understanding, a
sympathetic insight and a friendliness of expression for which I cannot be sufficiently grateful.
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With the insight of a kindred temperament he pronounced his verdict. He is remarkable for insight to the character of all
with whom he has to do. But which was by nature and in fact the superior, no one with the least insight could have
doubted.

Chapter 7 : word usage - Can you expand your insight "to" a person? - English Language & Usage Stack E
Facial expressions and body movements, whether we make them knowingly or not, can persuade people. As experts in
political discourse and facial displays - how scientists often refer to facial.

Chapter 8 : Expression Insight Consoles
an instance of apprehending the true nature of a thing, especially through intuitive understanding: an insight into
18th-century life. penetrating mental vision or discernment; faculty of seeing into inner character or underlying truth.

Chapter 9 : Insight | Definition of Insight by Merriam-Webster
The book gives insight into rural family life in 's Ireland. She gave him insight into how Katie and her mother felt about
the subject. The research gives insight into the theory of evolution. Insight into the workings of radio prove that, national
or local, the same things happen. I gained.
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